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Abstract 

In this paper, we present an algorithm for solving &ire& linear Diophantine systems of 
both equations and inequations. Here directly means without adding slack variables for en- 

coding inequalities as equalities. This algorithm is an extension of the algorithm due to Con- 
tejean and Devie (1994) for solving linear Diophantine systems of equations, which is itself 
a generalization of the algorithm of Fortenbacher (Clausen and Fortenbacher, 1989) for solv- 
ing a single linear Diophantine equation. All the nice properties of the algorithm of Conte- 

jean and Devie are still satisfied by the new algorithm: it is complete, i.e. provides a (finite) 
description of the set of solutions, it can be implemented with a hounded stack, and it ad- 
mits an incremental version. All of these characteristics enable its easy integration in the CLP 

paradigm. 

1. Introduction 

Research on algorithms for solving linear inequational and equational constraints, or 

systems of them, has been widely investigated starting from the ancient Greeks. Such 

constraints arise in various areas of computer science and efficient algorithms are well 

known for solving systems of linear constraints over reals, rational numbers [ 19, 181 

and integers [6,26]. Unfortunately, restricting the domain to the natural numbers makes 

the problem much more difficult and the algorithms in the previous class are no longer 

suitable. 

In the recent past, several works, related to the automatic deduction framework, 

have shown the key role of solving systems of’ linear Diophantine2 equations for 

many important unification problems: unification modulo associativity [22], modulo 
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2 That is, over natural numbers. 
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associativity and commutativity [27, 16,20,5], modulo distributivity [9]. Hence solv- 

ing such systems has been widely investigated, and a large number of algorithms (see 

[4] for a survey) have been proposed by numerous authors: Huet [17], Lambert [21], 

Clausen and Fortenbacher [7], Contejean and Devie [lo], Romeuf [24], Tomis and 

Filgueiras [14], Pottier [23], Domenjoud [ll, 121 and Domenjoud and Tomas [13]. 

All these algorithms compute a basis, i.e. a finite subset of solutions which provides 

a finite and complete representation of the set all solutions: any non-negative solu- 

tion is an N-linear combination of the solutions of the basis. It should be noticed 

that in the case of systems of equations, the basis of solutions is the set of minimal 
solutions, 

As for inequations, they are ubiquitous in several domains such as constraint logic 

programming (CLP), integer linear programming, and operational research. In the above 

literature, the algorithms for solving linear inequations over natural numbers are not 

complete (i.e. do not provide a representation of all solutions) except over finite do- 

mains and they usually proceed by turning inequations into equations by introducing 

new variables generally called slack [25]. Such methods yield voluminous problems, 

which is a handicap since the solving complexity is an exponential in the number of 

variables. 

It is therefore quite natural to investigate an appropriate solver for systems of linear 

constraints AX = 0 A BX GO over natural numbers, which outputs a complete and a 

finite representation of the set of all non-negative solutions and avoids adding new 

variables. One year ago, Ajili has proposed such a solver for the case of a single 

in~quation [2]. 

The set of all solutions of the system of linear Diophantine constraints AX = 0 il 

BX <O where X E W is an additive submondid of IV finitely generated by the subset of 

non-decomposable solutions. An algorithm which computes such a subset is an adequate 

and complete one. Since deciding the decomposability of a solution is not as easy as 

deciding the minimality (cf. the case of equations), we avoid the decomposability tests 

by using the following remark: a solution Xa of AX = 0 ABX < 0 is non-(iecomposabl~ 

if and only if (Xa, -BXo) is a minimal solution of the system of equations AX = 0 r\ 

BX+Z = 0. Considering the tuple of new additional variables 2 as a function of X (i.e. 

Z = -BX) and not as a tuple of plain variables enables us to avoid having to introduce 

and manipulate them explicitly. The same idea can be applied to improve the solving 

of equational system of the form BXfZ = 0, by removing the variables Z and solving 

BX<O. 
Inspired by the above ideas, in this paper (see also the full version [3] for complete 

proofs), we give a complete solver for homogeneous linear Diophantine systems of 

both equations and inequations. This solver can be extended for solving heterogeneous 

systems in the same way as the complete solvers for systems of equations [7,9]. Due 

to its flexibility (solving inequations together with equations, extension to the heteroge- 

neous case, incrementality), this new solver has a wide range of potential applications: 

it can be integrated in the CLP paradigm, thanks to its ability to test the satisfiability 

and to check constraint entailment. 
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2. Basic notions 

2.1. Notations 

As usual N denotes the set of non-negative numbers and e, denotes the jth canonical 

tuple of W, that is 

ei = (O,..., O,l,O )...) 0). 
VV 

(/-I Itimes (y-,j) times 

denotes the scalar product of two tuples of NY, but it will sometimes be omitted for 

short. 

Definition 1 (Length und Euclidean norm). Let X = (XI,. . . ,x,) be a tuple in NY. Its 

length Cy=, xi is denoted by 1x1 and its Euclidean norm dm is denoted by //X(1. 

Definition 2 (Orderings on W). < ,y IS the component-wise extension to Nq of the 

usual ordering d defined on N. cy is the strict ordering associated with <y. 

Notice that G4 is a partial ordering on W. In the following, we shall freely use < 

and < instead of Gq and cq if there is no ambiguity. 

Definition 3 (Linem Diophantine systems). A linear Diophantine system of m con- 

straints in q unknowns can be written as an m x q matrix C = (cij)r <, Gnl, 1 <j<y and 

an m-tuple d = (d,)~ <,<,?, (cii,d, E Z) as follows: 

CX+ d. 

where + belongs to {=, <}Y, and X is the q-tuple of unknowns. 

By reindexing the lines of C, the system CX+ d can be decomposed into two parts, 

the equational part and the inequational part as follows: AX = a A BX < b. rnA and mB 

are, respectively, the number of lines of A and B. 

A non-negative solution of CX 4 d is said to be non-decomposable if it is non-null 

and it cannot be written as the sum of two non-null solutions. 

A linear Diophantine system CX + d is homogeneous when d is null. 

.‘Fol(CX < 0) denotes the set of all non-negative solutions of CX + 0, and, Oas(CX + 

0) denotes the set of all non-negative solutions of CX + 0 which are non-decomposable. 

C; and Ci denote respectively the ith row and the jth column of C. 

In the following, we shall focus on homogeneous linear Diophantine systems. 

2.2. Finite representution of the solutions 

In general, the set .Yol(CX + 0) is infinite; however, one can represent it in a finite 

way. Indeed in the homogeneous case, Yol(CX % 0) is closed under addition and 

contains 0, hence it is an additive sub-monoi’d of W. By the Hilbert basis theorem [S], 
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Yol(CX 4 0) is generated by a finite basis which is exactly .%as(CX -: 0), the set of 

non-decomposable solutions of CX _; 0. This basis provides a finite and a complete 

representation of Yol(CX + 0), in the sense that Yol(CX _; 0) is the set of all N-linear 

combinations of elements in @as(CX -: 0). 

When a linear Diophantine system contains only equations, the non-decomposability 

of a solution coincides with its minimality w.r.t. <q, but this is no longer true when 

the system contains also some inequations. However, one can still check the non- 

decomposability of a solution because of the following remark: the solutions of 

AX=Or\BX<O 

are the projections over the first q components of the solutions of the system of equa- 

t iom 

AX=Or\EX+Z=O, 

where Z is a mB-tuple whose ith component is the slack variable zi. This projection 

is actually a one-to-one mapping from ,Yol(AX = 0 A BX -t Z = 0) onto 901(.4X = 

0 A BX ,< 0), and its inverse maps a solution s E Nq to (s, -Es) E Nq+“@. A solution 

s of AX = 0 A BX 6 0 is non-decomposable if and only if its associated solution of 

Ax = 0 A BX + 2 = 0 is non-decomposable, hence if and only if (s, -Bs) is minimal. 

3. Solving homogeneous linear Diophantine systems of equations 

In 1989 Contejean and Devie [IO] proposed an algorithm for solving a system of 

several linear Diophantine equations Ax = 0 as a whole, by computing its set of minimal 

solutions. It is an extension of the algorithm of Fortenbacher [7] which solves a single 

linear Diophantine equation. The basis ideas of both algorithms are the following: 
_ Search NY\(O) for the minimal solutions starting from the canonical tuples 9’s. 
_ Suppose that the current tuple is not yet a solution. It can be non-dete~inistically 

increased component by component until it becomes a solution or greater than a 

solution. 
_ In order to ensure the termination of the search, one adds a pruning criterion which 

does not remove any minimal solution. 

The new algorithms presented below (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) are also based on the 

sample principles, 

The pruning criterion of Fortenbacher allows a non-solution y to be incremented on 

its jth component only if the two integers 3 Ay and Aej do not have the same sign (See 

Fig. 1). 

Contejean and Devie have generalized this criterion for an arbitrary number of equa- 

tions, thanks to a geometrical inte~retation: Ay should not become too large, hence 

adding Aej to Ay should yield a new A(y + ej) “returning to the origin”, that is lying 

3 Remember that there is only one equation. 
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Ay, Aej E Z. 

Fig. I. Geometric interpretation of Fortenbacher’s restriction 

Fig. 2. Geometric interpretation of Contejean and Devie’s generalized restriction 

Initialization [I; [el; . . . ; e,] 
Solution M; [YI’PI - MM1 ; P ifAy=O 

Leaf M; [yip] --+ M ; P if 3s EM s 14 y 
Develop M; [YIP] --+ M ;P@[y+ejI,...,y+ej,l 

if Ay # 0, Vs E M s & y 
and {eJ1,..., ejL} = {ej / Ay . Aej < 0) 

Fig. 3. The breadth-first version of the algorithm of Contejean and Devie for solving AX = 0. 

in the half-space delimited by the hyper-plane orthogonal to Ay and containing the 

origin. This condition can be written Ay . Aej < 0. (See Fig. 2). The pruning crite- 

rion ensures the termination when W is searched breadth-first, and yields an algorithm 

working on two lists, the first one being the solutions already found and the second 

one being the nodes already built, but not yet developed. This algorithm is displayed in 

Fig. 3. 

Theorem 4 (Contejean and Devie [lo]). Given a system qf’ md homogeneous linear 

Diophantine equations AX = 0, the ubove procedure reuches in a jinite time a normul 

jkrm (,&‘e; [I), and 4 is exactly the set of’ minimal solutions of’ AX = 0. 

The termination proof is quite delicate and based on compactness properties and 

topology arguments. The soundness and completeness proofs are adapted from those 

of Fortenbacher. 

The breadth-first version of the algorithm is quite easy to explain and to understand, 

but one cannot guarantee that the size of the queue (that is the set of tuples waiting 

for development) is bounded. This problem is overcome by a depth-first version of the 

algorithm which can be implemented with a bounded stack. 
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Initialization [I [&...&~. ,...;f+{;ep] if ej, +J . . . -Q ej,_, 40 ej, 

Solution M; ‘l[y3/P]+ [ylM] ; P if Ay = 0 

Leaf M; [y3JP]--+ M ; P if 3s E M s I, y 

Develop M; [9371P]+ M ; ICy+ejJFu”“...J”, . . . , Cy+ejJ3]@F 

ifAy#O,VsEMs&y, 

{jl,..., jl} = {j 1 Ay * Aej < 0 and J’ @ 3‘) 
and y + ej, +ac . . q +v Y + ej, 

Fig. 4. The depth-first version of the algorithm of Contejean and Devie. 

One develops a forest (each tuple, but the roots, has exactly one father) and avoids 

generating some redundant nodes by freezing some of the components of the youngest 

sons of a node. Assume that for each node y occurring in the graph built by the 

algorithm, there is a total (arbitrary) ordering +v on its sons. For instance, one can 

choose an ordering independent of y such as y + ej, <Y ,y + ej2 if and only if jl < j2. 

If y has two distinct sons y + ej, , and y + e,i2 such that y + ej, +?I y -t ejz, then the 

jzth component is frozen in the sub-graph rooted at y + ej,: it cannot be increased any 

more, even if the geometrical condition expressed by the scalar product is satisfied. 

With such a restriction. if a node u is greater than a solution, this solution occurs in 

the forest at the left hand side of U. Searching the forest depth-first (from left to right) 

provides a complete and terminating algorithm which builds a sub-forest of the original 

graph. Now the size of the queue is bounded by the number of variables since a tuple 

at position I in the queue has exactly q - I frozen components. 

Fig. 4 shows a formal description of the depth-first version of the algorithm working 

on two lists, the first one being the solutions already found and the second one being the 

nodes already built, but not yet developed, equipped with their list of frozen components 

(written as an exponent). 

4. Solving linear Diophantine systems of constraints 

It is well known that solving the system of both equations and inequations 

is equivalent to solve the system of equations 

AX=OABX+Z=O, 

and then forget the variables 2 by a projection. The key idea of the algorithms described 

below is that this will be done in a single step, without introducing explicitly the 

additional variables 2. The standard algorithm of Contejean and Devie will be applied, 

with the main difference that a q-tuple y does not only represent itself but also a set 
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of (q + MB)-tuples of the form 

(l’,~l>...,hnK) such that Vl <i<mB, U; E (0,. . ,max(O, -Biy)}. 

Hence, the algorithm for solving systems of both equations and inequations can be 

roughly described as follows: 
- Search Nq\{O} for the non-decomposable solutions starting from the canonical 

tuples ejS. 

- Suppose that the current tuple can still provide some non-decomposable solutions. 

It can be non-deterministically increased component by component until it cannot 

provide any non-decomposable solution. 
- In order to speed up the search, the new pruning criterion allows y to be incre- 

mented on its jth component (1 <j 6 q) only if there is a (q + ma)-tuple represented 

by y which can be incremented on its ,jth component according to the former 

criterion. 

Concerning the second point, the fundamental difference between solving a system of 

equations and a system of both equations and inequations is that in the first case, a 

node y greater than a solution cannot have some non-decomposable (i.e. minimul) 

solutions as descendants, whereas it can in the second case. Of course, this is because 

non-decomposability is not equivalent to minimality in this latter case as can be seen 

on the following example. 

Example 5. Consider the inequation .Y - y < 0. Its set of solutions is equal to {(n, n + 

n’) 1 rz, n’ E N}. This set is completely described as the N-linear combinations of the 

non-decomposable solutions (1, 1) and (0,l). However, these solutions are comparable 

with < 2: (0,l ) < 2 (1, I ). If we take into account the hidden component corresponding 

to the additional variable z usually introduced for turning the inequation x - y d 0 into 

the equation x - y + z = 0, (1,l) and (0, 1 ), respectively, correspond to (1, 1,0) and 

(0, 1,l) which are no longer comparable. 

However, we want to cut a DAG rooted at a node y as soon as possible if it does 

not contain any non-decomposable solution. In the case of a system of both equations 

and inequations AX = 0 A BX 60, a sufficient criterion is that there exists a solution 

s of AX = 0 A BX = 0 such that (s,O) cytnlrc (y, -By). 

Every descendant y+y’ of y which is a solution of AX = OABX GO is decomposable 

into s and y+y-s: by hypothesis, s is a solution, and since s is smaller than y, y+~)‘-s 

is in FV and, moreover, 

A(y + y’ - s) = A(y + y’) - As = 0 - 0 = 0, 

B(Y + Y’ - s) = B( y + y’) - Bs = B(y + y’) - o 6 0. 

Hence y + y’ - s is a solution of AX = 0 A BX 60. This remark leads to split 

the set of Yol(AX = 0 A BX 60) into two disjoint subsets, .Y’ol(AX = 0 A BX = 0) 
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Initialization [] ; [] ; [el; . . . ; e,] 
Solution, M=; M,; [YIP] ---f [ylM=l ; J% ;P if&y=0 

Leaf M,; M,; [YIP] --+ M= ; M, ;P ifSlsEM,s<,y 

Solution< M=; M,; [YIP] 3 M= ; [YIMJ ; ‘J’@[Y + ej,, . . .1 Y + %I 
if’dsEM=s&y, 
BIY < 0, V’s E M, (s, -&s) &+I (Y, -BUY) 

and { ejI, . . . , ej,} = {ej I &YBiej < 01 

Develop M=; M,; [YIP] --t M= ;M, ; P@[Y + ej,, . , Y + ej,] 

ifVs E M= s & y, 
(Bly $ 0 or 3s E M, (s, -Bs) Ip+l (Y, -4~)) 

and { ej, , . , ejL} = { ej / &yBlej < 0) 

Fig. 5. The breadth-first version of the algorithm for solving a single inequation B,X GO. 

and Yol(AX = 0 A BX < 0), and only the first one will be used for stopping the 

development of useless nodes. 

Concerning the third point, that is the new pruning criterion, it is possible to express 

it in a more formal way. It is possible to increment y on its jth component (1 <<j Gq) 

only if there is a (q + mB)-tuple (y,z) represented by y which can be incremented on 

its jth component according to the former criterion, that is 

32 E N”” zj E (0,. . . ) max(0, -B,y)} A (Ay Aq) + ((By + z) . Be,) < 0. 

This is equivalent to the fact that the minimal value of (Ay .Aej)+((By+z).Bej) w.r.t. 

z on the domain 9 = 9, x x 9JL x x gm,, where ~22~ = (0,. . ,max(O, -Biy)}, 

1 <i 6 mB is negative. Since the function z H (Ay Aej) + ((By + z) . Bej) is affine, its 

minimal value on the convex domain 23 is reached on an extremal point and can be 

computed as follows: 

$$AY .Aej) + ((BY + z> . Be,j) 

=(Ay.Aej)+(By.Bej)+z$z.Bej 

= (Ay Ae,) + (By. Bej) + 
*,t22f:ts,,,, (pi +?j) 

=(Ay.Aej)+(By.Bej)f 
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2 (Biy B;e,, + min(O, max(O, -B,y) . B;e.i)) 

= (gA*PQi)+ (g min(BiyBjeJ,max(O, Biy)B;ei) 

Hence, the new pruning criterion (%l) can be expressed by: It is possible to increment 

_v on its ,jth component (1 <,j 6q) only ff 

m4 

min(BiyBiej, max(O, Biy)B;ei) 

Unfortunately, in the general case we don not succeed in proving the termination with 

this criterion alone. We need to add another one, compatible with (%?l), and which 

ensures the termination. However, we can prove the termination with (Vl) in the case 

of a single inequation. The next subsection is devoted to this particular case, which is 

much simpler than the general case treated in the Section 4.2. 

4.1. Solt;iny CI single linear Diophantine inequution 

In the case of a single inequation BIX GO, the inequality used by the criterion (%I ), 

In I 

min(B;yBiei, max(O, B;y)B;ei) 

can be rewritten in a simpler way: indeed min(Bi yB,e,, max(O, BI y)Blej) < 0 is equiv- 

alent to 

BIyB1e.i < 0. 

This can be seen by an elementary case reasoning on the sign of Bl y. 

In Fig. 5 the algorithm is formally described with three lists,4 the first contains the 

solutions of BIX = 0, the second one the solutions of BIX < 0, and the last one the 

nodes to develop. 

Example 6. Consider the inequation 

3x1 + 2x2 - x3 - 2x4 60. 

4 In the case of systems of equations, two lists are enough: the list of the solutions and the list of the nodes 

to develop, but in the case of inequations, we have to split the list of solutions, cf. the remark concerning 

the second point of the rough description of the general algorithm. 
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Running the algorithm yields the following DAG: 

In the small box at the left-hand side of each node y = (yl, ~2, ~3, yd), there is the 
value 3yr +2yz - y3 - 2~4. The non-decomposable solutions have a double frame. The 
set _.J@= of the minimal solutions of the associated equation 3x1 + 2x2 - ~3 - 2x4 = 0 

is equal to 

A’= = {(0,1,0,1);(1,0,~,1);(0,1,2,0);(1,0,3,0);(2,0,0,3)}, 

and the set ~21~ of the other non-decomposable solutions of the inequation 3x1 + 2x2 - 
x3 - 2x4 < 0 is equal to 

ck< = { (0, 0, 1,o ); (0, 0, f&l); ( 1 , 0,0,2 ,}. 

It should be noticed that running this algorithm for solving BrXdO yields exactly the 
same DAG as the algorithm of Fo~enbacher for solving BtX = 0, the only difference 
being the way of checking the solutions: in both cases, the solutions of BIX I= 0 are 
retained, and in the case of an inequation, the solutions of BIX < 0 are also retained but 
stored in a second set not wed fbr cutting the search-space by the rule Leaf Hence 
the termination of the algorithm is a corollary of the termination of the algorithm of 
Fortenbacher. The proof of soundness and completeness is also adapted from the proof 
of Fortenbacher. 

Theorem 7 (Soundness and completeness). Given an inequation B,X GO the above 
procedure reaches in a finite time a normal form (A?‘,; .A&~; [ I), and Al= U AC 

is exactly the set of non-decomposable solutions of B& < 0. 
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Proof. (i) Completeness: Let s be a non-decomposable solution of BlX<O. We show 

that it is possible to build a sequence of tuples 

Cl = e;,, < 1’2 = c’i + ej, < IQ . . < ok < L:k+, = Ljk + 4 < . ” ,q_, < ?+ = s 

such that at each step the pruning criterion (%l) allows to add ci, to t>k and get 

Vk+l. 

k = 1: we can choose as an ej, any ei, j E [l..q], such that q<s. 

k + k + 1: Suppose that we have already built a sequence vl, . . . , tik, and that rk < s. 

We show by contradiction that there exists an eji. such that vk+ej, <s and B, V,+Ble, < 0: 
let us assume that there is not such an e,i. This means that 

s - l’k can be written as ~~,lr,r+qGsl >.]ej, ill E N. Hence 

B,VkB,(S -- Vk) = c Iej B,VkB,ej , 

{/lri+r,<s}v- 

>O >O 

B,VkB,(s - Vk) > 0. 

BI L’L is actually an integer, hence we can perform a short case analysis on its sign. 

Here lies the main difference between that case of a single inequation and the general 

case. 

BI rk < 0: Together with BlvkB~(s - ck)>O, this implies that Bl(s - t&)&O. Hence 

(L’k, BI uk) < (s, -Bls), which contradicts the hypothesis that s is a non-decomposable 

solution. 

Bluk = 0: Again, we have (ok,-Bivk) = (t&,0) < (s,-Bls), which contradicts the 

hypothesis that s is a non-decomposable solution. 

BI ok > 0: Together with BIVI;BI(S - t&)20, this implies that BI(S - t&)30, hence 

Bls 2 BI ck 1 0, which contradicts the hypothesis that s is a solution. 

(ii) Soundness: By definition, any tuple in J@= U &if< is a solution of B,X GO. We 

have to show that any tuple in JV= U -I, is a non-decomposable solution of B$<O. 
Let s be such a tuple. Suppose that s is decomposable. 

If B,.s < 0, there exists a non-decomposable solution s’, such that (s’, -B,s’) < 

(s, -BIs) and Bls’ < 0. Since the procedure is complete, and s’ < s, when the rule 

Solution < adds s to .&<, cHi already contains s’. This is in contradiction with the 

condition 

Vr E A?< (r, -Blr) $(s, -Bls). 
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Initialization [] ; [] ; [eI; . . . ; e,] 
Solution= M=; ~‘4,; WI -+ MM=] ; M< ;P ifAy=OABy=O 

Leaf M,; M,; [y/P] --+ M= ; M, ;P if&EM=s<:,y 
Solution, M=; M,; [YIP] + M= ; M&l ; P@[Y + ej,, . , Y + 4 

ifVsEM=sf,y 

AY = 0 A BY < 0, Vs E M, (8, -Bs) z&+rnB (Y, -BY) 
and {ejl ,...,ej,)={ej I (C)l 

Develop M=; M,; [YIP] -+ M= ;M, ; P@[Y + ejl, . . . , Y + ej,l 
ifVsEM=s$,y, 
(7(Ay = 0 A By < 0) or 3s E M, (s, -Bs) I,+,, (Y, -BY)) 
and {ejl , . . . , %I = {ej I (C)I 

Fig. 6. The procedure .Yroc(W) for solving a system AX = 0 A BX GO parameterized by a pruning criterion 

(W. 

If Bis = 0, let us consider a sequence of tuples built by the procedure 

VI = ejO < V2 = 01 + ej, < Vs.. . < Vk < Vkfl = Vk f ejL < ‘. V/,I_~ < VI,I = 8 

such that at each step the pruning criterion (921) allows to add ejk to uk and get 

&+I. Since s is decomposable, u~,~_t is greater or equal to a non-decomposable 

solution s’, and since Bis = 0, Bls’ = 0. Before the rule Solution= adds s to k?=, 

there is a step where VI,I_~ is developed by the rule Develop. Since the procedure 

is complete, and s’ 6 VI,+ 1, at this step, &Y= already contains s’. This contradicts the 

condition 

To sum up, s cannot be decomposable. 0 

4.2. General case 

In the case of a system containing a linear inequation together with at least another 

linear constraint, the pruning criterion (%l) is complete. This means that 

Proposition 8 (Completeness of (Vl )). Running the procedure 9%oc(‘%l) on a system 
AX = 0 A BX<O yields in a finite number of steps a triple (A=, JT,,9) such that 
the set of non-decomposable solutions is exactly Jl= u .kc. 

Example 9. Let us consider the system: 

i 

xty-2z=o, 

x-z=o, 
-y+z<o. 
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The procedure broc(V1) (see Fig. 6) builds the following (finite) DAG: 

0 

~ 

1 (l,O,O) 
1 

i 

1 

10 

0 (l,O,l) 
-1 

The unique non-decomposable solution of the system is (I, I,1 ). The algorithm 

of Contejean and Devie builds a DAG of 12 nodes for the same constraint 

system. 

195 

Proof of the Proposition 8. (i) C~?~~lete?~~ss: Let s be a non-decomposable 

solution of AX = 0 A BX 60, We show that it is possible to build a sequence of 

tuples 

such that at each step the pruning criterion (971) allows to add ejA to uk and get 

l’k+l. 

k = 1: we C~XI choose as an ejO any ej, j E ( ~.,cJ], such that ej <s. 

k + k i 1: Suppose that we have already built a sequence VI,. . . ~ ok, and that vk < s. 

We show by contra~ction that there exists an ej: such that t)k + ej, <s and 

m I 

c (AiukAiq) f 2 min(Bit’kBiej,max(O,Bjvk)Biei) < 0. 
i=i i=i > 
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Let us assume that there is not such an eil. This means that 

* 2 (AirkA;ej) + 2 min(B;vkB;ej, max(O,Biuk)Biej) 2 0 
i=I i=l > 

(1) 

Let us define three sets of indices: 

8: = {j E [l-.g] 1 Uk + ej df), 

91 = {i E [l..mB]lB;Vk>O}, 

92 = {i E [l..WQ] lB;Q <O}. 

s - vk can be written as C. ,EY SC+, where /li E N, and using the inequalities (I), 

we get 

AUkA(s - Vk) $ c 2 Lj min(BiVkB;t?j, max(B;Vk,o)B;ei) 30. 
jE,f i=l 

Since s is a solution of AX = 0 A BX < 0, As = 0. Hence the inequality (2) yields 

C C LjB;UkB;C?j 2 - C C Aj min(B;~kB;e~,O) + lIA~kl/~. 
je,y if31 jE/ iE./Z 

Since /AVk/1* 30 and min(B;vkB;~,O)<O, from (3), it is possible to deduce 

C B;UkB;(S - Vk) = C C iy&VkB;ejbO, 
iE.Pi jE$ if.91 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

x B;VkB;S > C (B;Vk)2 20. (5) 
;@I iE.fl 

From the definition of .A and the hypothesis that s is a solution of AX = 0 A BX < 0, 

it follows that ~;UkB;~ is non-positive for all i in 91. Hence for all i in 91, B;Vk = 0. 

To sum up, 

\Ji E [l..me] B;Vk GO. 

Hence max(B;~~,O) can be replaced by 0 in (2) and we obtain 

(6) 

AZJkA(S - Vk) + c 5 Aj min(&UkB;ej, 0) 2 0. 
jE,f i=l 

(7) 

Since As = 0 and min(B;vkB;q,O)<O, A?& = 0. Together with (6), this means that ok 

is a solution of AX = 0 A BX 60. Moreover, this yields 

tii E [ l..ms] Vj E & min(B;V~B;ej, 0) = 0, (8) 

\di E [l..me] bfj E f B;VkB;ej>O, (9) 

‘Ji E [l..me] B;VkB;(S - Vk)>O. (10) 
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If i is in $1, then -B,uk = 0 < -B,s. If i is in .Y2 then (10) implies that -Bivk d -Bis. 

In any case, -Bivk 6 -Bis holds. As a conclusion, ck is a solution of AX = OIIBX GO, 

such that (ok, -&I,+) < (s, -Bs). This is a contradiction with the hypothesis that s is a 

non-decomposable solution of Ax = 0 A BX 6 0. 

(ii) Soundnrs.~: The proof is similar to the case of a single inequation. 0 

Unfortunately, (Wl ) does not ensure the termination, there are some systems such 

that at every step 9, the last component of the triple handled by the procedure, is not 

empty. This is the case for the 

Example 10. Let us consider the system of inequations: 

23x, - 12.~ - 9x3 < 0, 

XI - 8x2 -- 8x3 d 0. 

The system of associated equations 

never apply, and it can be seen by 

of the same form: 

has no solutions, hence Solution, and Leaf will 

a case analysis that any tuple (n,m,O) has a son 

_ if n/m E [0,12/23] then the first component can be incremented, yielding (n+ 1, m, 0), 

~ if n/m E] 12/23,8] U 18, +co[ then the second component can be incremented, yield- 

ing (n,m + l,O). 

Hence, there is an infinite branch rooted at (l,O, 0) in the DAG developed by the 

procedure using the criterion (Wl ). 

As we want to obtain a terminating algorithm for solving Ax = 0 A BX < 0, we add 

a second pruning criterion (V2) which ensures the termination. This is done in two 

steps. First, we consider (‘$72) alone. Then, we consider (W2) together with (gl), and 

we shall prove that they are compatible. 

The criterion (%2) is based on the fact that the hidden part corresponding to the 

additional variables is bounded for the non-decomposable solutions of Ax = OABX < 0. 

There are some uniform bounds on the minimal solutions of a system of equations 

CX = 0, in particular the following one proposed by Pottier [23]: 

Lemma 11 (Pottier [23]). Let C be an n xq matri.y ofrank r. Every minimal solution 

m = (ml,..., my) of CX = 0 satisfies 

Cijlcijl r 
max lmjl<(n-r) y 
I <.i<q ( ) 

Corollary 12. Let AX = 0 A BX <O be a system of linear Diophantine constraints, 

and r be the rank of the matrix (i y). Let s be a non-decomposable solution of 
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AX = 0 A BX GO. Then the fbllowing inequalities hold: 

The criterion (%72) is expressed by: It is possible to increment y on its jth component 

(l<j<q) only if 

Ay.Aei+By.Bej<@‘. 

Proposition 13 (Completeness of (g2)). Running the procedure &oc(W2) on a sys- 
tem AX = 0 A BX 60 yields in a finite number of steps a triple (J.&‘_ J&, 9) such 

that the set of non-decomposable solutions is exactly L&?= u 4,. 

Proof. The proof of completeness of (%?2) is similar to the one of (VI): let us suppose 

that s is a non-decomposable solution of AX = 0 A BX < 0, and that we have a sequence 

of tuples 

ejo = 01 < v2 = VI + ej, < 03 . . < Vk <S, 

such that at each step the pruning criterion (%‘2) is satisfied. If t.& is not yet equal to s, 

we shall build ok+1 from ok by adding an ejk such that ejk <s - ok. s is a solution, 

hence 

AVk . A(s - vk) = -[(hk)/2 since As = 0, 

Auk . A(s - vk)<O. 

B(s - Vk) + BVk + (-Bs) = 0, 

IIB(s - vk) + & + (-Bs)l12 = 0, 

IIB(s - vk)/12 + lIBuk/12 + (/ - Bs/l* 
\ ” , 

20 

B(s-vk).BvI,+B(S-vk).(-Bs)+Bvp.(-Bs)<O, 

B(s-Vk)~BVk+B~~(-B~)~O, 

B(s - Vk) . BVk d llBS112, 

B(s - vk) . BVk < @. 

AVk.A(S-Vk)+BVk.B(S-Vk)<g’. 
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There is necessarily a tuple eii <s - ck such that A1.k Ae,, + Bvk BejL < 98, otherwise 

the inequality AVk A(s - VI; ) + BVI, . B(s - Vk ) < .8’ cannot be satisfied. (%2) allows to 

add such an eil to t‘k in order to build r&+1. 

Proposition 14 (Termination of (V2)). Running the procedure 9roc(%Y2) on a sys- 

tem AX = 0 A BX GO terminates, i.e. yields in a jinite number of steps a triple 

(./Hz ) .Jii< ) 0). 

Proof. Let 9%~ be the maximum of .SI’2, the IIAeil12’s and the IIBejl12’s. Let 

Cl,V2 = VI + ej,, . . , vk = 118-l +ek_l,C’k-1 = L’h- +eji,... 

be a sequence of tuples built according to the criterion (g2). We will show by an 

induction on k that the following inequality holds: 

llAVk112 + IIBVl,[j2<4k.Yllp. 

This is obvious when k is equal to 1. Let us assume that the inequality holds for k, 

then we can prove that the inequality holds for k + 1: 

llAQ+l II2 + llBQ+, II2 

= llAUkl12 f IlB~kll~ + IIAejI12 + llBejI12 +2(AvkAej + BvkBej) 
-vv- 

4k .Yup $ Yup < .Yup < .X’? 4 v’up 

<4(k + 1)9%p. 

Hence one can deduce that [ “,]uk/k -k-x 0. Using the same arguments as in [lo], 

it is possible to show that there exists a minimal solution s of AX = 0 A BX = 0 and 

an integer ko such that 

Yk > kO, s<Vk. 

Hence, an infinite sequence will never be produced by &oc(%2), since it will be cut 

by Leaf. 

Proposition 15 (Completeness of (%?l) A (g2)). R unning the procedure S+oc(% 1 A 

972) on a system AX = 0 A BX 60 yields in a jnite number of steps a triple 

(Cj&=, JtYC,Y) such that the set of non-decomposable solutions is exactly Al= u J&, 

Proof. Let us suppose that s is a non-decomposable solution of AX = 0 A BX < 0, and 

that we have a sequence of tuples 

ejo = VI < V2 = VI + t?jl < V3 . . . < Vk <S, 

such that at each step (95’1 A e2) is satisfied. If nk is not yet equal to s, we shall build 

Ck+l from L’k by adding an eji such that ej, <s - c’k. (%?I ) is complete, hence there 
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exists an ej <s - rk such that 

Ig (AivkAiej) + ( $jJ min(B~UkB~ej,max(O,BiVk)B~ej) < 0. 
i-l 

If AVk . Aej + BVk . Bej <a’, then we can choose ej as ejk, otherwise, since 

AQ .A(s - Q) +&‘k . B(s - u&g’, 

there is necessarily another ejt <s - vk such that AVk - Aejf + BVk Bejf < 0. Then we 

can choose ejl as ej,, since 

s.4 

zz (AivkAiej, ) + f!‘J min(Bj~~Biej,, max(0, Bi~~)Biejl) 
i=l > 

GAVk . Aejj i- BVk . &?y. 

In both cases, (%‘I A V2) allows to add e,jk to rk for building ujk+l. 

Hence, we have designed a conjunction of criteria (%Sl/\%J2) which is complete and 

makes the parameterized procedure terminating. 0 

Theorem 16. Running the procedure ~roc(Vl A V2) on a system AX = 0 A BX d 0 
yields in a finite number qf steps a triple (ME, de,, 8) such that the set of non- 

deeompo~~abIe solutions is exactly .A/= U Aic. 

5. Some extensions 

5.1. A depth-~rst version of the algorithm 

As in the case of systems of equations, the algorithm admits a depth-first version 

based on a freezing mechanism together with a total ordering for the set of sons of 

each node. The key point here is that we only use the solutions of the associated 

equational system for stopping the development of useless nodes, and that if a node is 

greater than an “equational” solution, this solution is at its left-hand side in the DAG: 

this ensures that no application of the rule Leaf is lost and that the depth-first DAG 

is included in the breadth-first DAG. Moreover, with this extension, each node (except 

the roots) has exactly one father: there is no redundancy left. 

Example 17. Let us consider again the system of Example 9: 

( 
x+y-22=0, 
x-z=o, 
-y+z<o. 
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The depth-first version of the algorithm yields the following forest: 

rn 

>S 

Note that the node ( 1,2,1) which was greater than s and on the right-hand side of 

s in the breadth-first version has disappeared and that now all nodes greater than s 

appear on its left-hand side. 

5.2. Solving non-homogeneous linear Diophantine constraints 

The representation of the solutions of AX = a ABX f b is a bit more complicated than 

in the homogeneous case since its set of solutions is no longer a monoid. Let 90 be the 

set of the non-decomposable solutions of the homogeneous 

and -91 be the set 

{s 1 (s, 1) E .gas(AX - az = 0 A BX - bz<O)}. 

Any solution of AX = a A BX d b is a sum of a solution in 

system AX = 0 A BX60 

91 and an N-linear com- 

bination of solutions in 90. Hence the “homogeneous” solver may be extended to the 

heterogeneous case according the lines of Guckenbiehl and Herold [ 151 and Contejean 

and Devie [lo]. The sets 90 and .Yr can be obtained by solving the homogeneous sys- 

tem AX - az = 0 A BX - bz < 0 by the latter algorithm and freezing the new variable 

for each node as soon as it is equal to 1. For any (s,z) in the set JZ= U ;&I< returned 
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by the algorithm, we test its last component: if z = 0 (resp z = 1) then s belongs to 

% (resp spl). 

6. The solver in a CLP setting 

6. I. Satis~ab~lit~ and constra~nts~ entai~~~ent 

In the constraint logic programming framework, the ability of testing the constraints’ 

entailment and the satisfiability/unsatisfiability of a set of constraints (and eventually 

exhibiting a solution) is a crucial issue. Propagation-based solvers, as for instance in the 

finite domains’ case, are generally not highly efficient for testing constraint entailment 

and unsatis~ability because propagation only reasons with local consistency [28]. The 

solver presented in this paper provides some effective means to decide unsatisfiability 

since it is complete and terminates. 

Moreover, it also provides an algorithm for deciding entailment. A constraint c is 

entailed by a system of constraints C if any solution of C also satisfies c. Entailment 

is used in the cc(FD) frame [29] for reducing an implication constraint c -+ C to C if 

c is entailed by the constraints’ store. If YZ is entailed, then c 4 C is reduced to True. 

Given a constraint system AX = 0 A BX 6 0, the proposed solver returns the basis of 

solutions {ml,. . , m,}. Any inequational (or equational) constraint (or system of them) 

g . X ,< 0, where a E Z9, X E klq, is entailed by Ax = 0 A BX < 0 if and only if for all 

i E [ 1.. U] : g . mi < 0 holds. Indeed, any non-negative solution of AX = 0 A BX GO is 

a N-linear combination of {ml,. . . , m,>. The strength of this procedure lies in the fact 

that it provides entailment in the presence of infinite solution sets. 

6.2. Finite domains: cooperation with propagation techniques 

Our algorithm is able to use at every step the information provided by the propagation 

in the finite domains’ case since the enumeration procedure allows a component-rise 

control. The termination is trivially ensured, hence the criterion (%‘2) becomes useless. 

Let us first make clear how our search space (made of tuples of integers) can be 

seen from a finite domain point of view, since the propagation acts on finite domains 

variables: assume that we have to solve a constraint system AX = 0 A BX 60 on 

x = (x1 ,..., xj ,..., xq) in the domain xl E 21,. . , ,Xj f i3[, . . . ,xp f 5Sq. In this setting, 

a node n = (ni ,..., nj,...,n,) {jl,-.&) represents all the tuples (xi,. . .,xj,. . . ,x,) such 

that 

t)‘jE{141 xjEgjA 

Xj=i?j ifjE {j,,...,j,}, 
x_,n, 
J'J otherwise. 

Actually, the intuitive meaning is that a tuple represents all its possible descendants 

(including itself) in the DAG developed by the algorithm. 

To each node n = (ni, . . . , rzi, . . , n4){J’l*-*.ji}, one associates the local lower bounds 

r\;c,{Xj = nj ifj E {jr,..., jr), Xj 2 nj otherwise} plus some upper bounds inherited 
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from the father of the node. The local upper bounds of the roots of the DAG came 

from the upper bounds of Y 1, . . , Pcq. 

Now, a basic step in the algorithm is as follows: the hound.~ propagation is called 

on the node (or more precisely on the domain variables represented by the node) with 

the global constraints (i.e. the system to be solved) together with the local bounds, and 

either detects the unsatisfiability or provides some new. local bounds: in the first case, 

the node has no sons, and in the second case, the node has a unique son n’ equul to the 

new lolrw houndx Then the pruning criterion (‘61) is used to generate the sons of n’. 

7. Implementation and qualitative analysis 

We have developed an implementation of the stack-version of our solver in the C 

language, which can also handle the non-homogeneous case. This implementation is 

actually based on a previous implementation of the algorithm of Contejean-Devie. The 

main differences are that the criterion for incrementing a component has been modified 

and that there are three categories of nodes: 
_ the “equational solutions” not developed and used for the pruning, 
_ the other solutions, which have to be developed, 

~ the non-solution nodes which have to be developed, 

instead of two categories for the former solver: 
_ the solutions not developed and used for the pruning, 
_ the non-solution nodes which have to be developed. 

We have run the program for some examples: each of them is solved with the two 

methods, directly (no added slack variables) and by solving the associated equational 

problem (obtained by adding slack variables). We have performed our experiments on 

a SUN Spare 10 mono-processor. 

7.1. Experiments 

7.1.1. Direct solving vs. slack variubles 

We have compared both methods using two measures: the execution time (t) and 

the size of the search space (S) (i.e. the number of generated nodes). The experimen- 

tal results show that, in some cases, our new algorithm significantly outperforms the 

algorithm of Contejean-Devie in time and in number of generated nodes. However, 

it may happen that these methods yield some comparable results for both measures, 

and even that the algorithm of Contejean-Devie becomes clearly better than our new 

algorithm. 

This can be justified as follows: 

- The new algorithm handles only the q unknowns effectively occuring in the linear 

constraints to be solved, whereas the algorithm of Contejean-Devie handles also the 

mB slack variables: the more there are inequations, the more the new algorithm takes 

advantage of this fact. 
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Table 1 
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Systems used for the experiments 

- o-2 1 3 2-2 

-1 7 0 1 3 5- 

0 -I 1 -I -1 0 

-2 0 1 4 0 o- 

z, -3 2 -2 2 -4 -1 = 

3 -2 2 -2 4 1 
I 0 O-l 0 1 

l-2 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 o-t 0 

_ I 0 0 O-l 0 

-1 2 -1 I- - 3 

2 4 1 2 12 

1 4 2 1 9 

& z 1 1 0 -1 X< 10 

1 I-1 0 6 

l-l 0 0 0 

-0 0 I-l, _ 2 

3- 

-4 

0 

-2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

O_ 

z7 E 

[ 

1 -I -I -3 x< 2 

-2 
I [I 

3 3 -5 ’ 3 

.XgE [7 -2 I1 3 -5]XC[5] 

E9 E 

i (1 [loo -2 45 -3 -78 4]X=[O] -671 XG[O] 

Cl0 c [23 -56 -34 12 111 X$ [0] 

E,, E 
{ iI2 [ 1 0 19 -4 -11 81 X -7]X<[-71 = [2] 

- The price to pay for this gain is that the solutions which are not equational ones 

cannot be used to prune the search space. 

Hence, when the gain is small, that is, only one or two inequations, the price to pay 

becomes too high, and the algorithm of Contejean-Devie is better (cf. Cg and Cl1 of 

Table 1). Note, however, that this phenomenon does not arise systematically since in 

some cases, the number of equational solutions of the constraint is large enough to 

prune efficiently the search space. In such cases both methods behave similarly (cf. 

C7, Cs and Cl0 of Table 1). 

On the contrary, when there are a large number of inequations, the new algorithm 

behaves better (cf. Cr,&,,& and C4 of Table 1). 

This is why the use of our solver is recommended when the constraint store has a 

large number of inequatio~s. Otherwise, the difference between both methods is quite 

unpredictable since a limit phenomenon may arise. 

In Table 2, N represents the number of non-decomposable solutions, t the execution 

time (in seconds) and S the size of the search space (in number of computed nodes). 

t and S have been rounded off. 
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7.1.2. Computing a feasible solution 

In spite of the crucial role played by the completeness of the solving in some areas 

like automatic deduction, in some other applications it is highly desirable to compute 

one solution as fast as possible. We believe that our solver provides a good alternative 

for such a concern: it can be used in the standard way, except that the solving process is 

stopped as soon as a solution is reached. In the above examples, we have indicated the 

number of nodes generated and the time spent in the execution before the first solution 

is encountered. Compared to Contejean-Devie, our algorithm seems faster since it can 

reach the first solution si in a number of incrementation steps equal to its length ]si 1, 

whereas Contejean-Devie needs more steps (corresponding to (Bst I) for updating the 

slack variables. Note however that when the first solution is an equational one, both 

methods become comparable. 

8. Conclusion 

In the recent past, some new methods have been proposed for solving systems 

of linear Diophantine constraints by Domenjoud and Tomas [ 131 and by Abdulrab 

and Maksimenko [l]. The first one yields a set of solutions containing the minimal 

ones, but one has to check for minimality, and there are some inherent redundancies: 

a solution may be computed several times. The second one does not provide a basis 

of the solutions, but a parametric representation of them, from which one can derive 

the minimal solutions, but again with some redundancies. 

We gave one of the jrst algorithms which computes the basis of a linear Diophantine 

system of both equations and inequations without explicitly adding some extra vari- 

ables. Our algorithm is actually an extension of the algorithm of Contejean and Devie, 

the main difference between them being the pruning criterion. Hence the new algorithm 

inherits all the nice characteristics of the former one: its depth-first version can be im- 

plemented with a bounded stack, it is incremental and compatible with the propagation 

traditionally used by FD solvers. 
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